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ABSTRACT
From its origin as a craft, passing through the market reappropriation of the term 

during the 80’s, to the moment when many disciplines have adopted it as a generic 

creative strategy, design has taken many forms and has incurred a series of ideologi-

cal transformations. In an attempt of making sense within the already established 

structures in the fields of science and academic practices, some authors suggest the 

creation of the area of design research through the methodology of systematic in-

quiry. 

This text (first) analyzes the evolution of design as presented by different design 

practitioners, design philosophers, and design theorists. After studying the etymo-

logical definitions for both Design and Research according to two contemporary 

scholars, I will depict my understanding of the contemporary academic design 

scene through a historical overview, thus taking an evolutionary approach to the 

concept of Design Research.

The text ultimately concludes by counterattacking the position of systematic 

inquiry applied to design research by starting from the original statement of de-

sign: to provide with solutions, making use of the argument of the western-centered 

background of the scientific knowledge, and presenting cases that I have faced in 

my everyday design practice as part of a design collective.
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With Resign Desearch I try to address that Gestalt is a big part of design, a 

part that contains an ideological discourse that is as hard to leave out of design 

practice as it is to find it in scientific knowledge. This contextualization politicizes 

design research to the point of making it partial. As a matter of fact, it isn’t until 

the postmodern era that design found a way of coping with the market. Therefore I 

believe that there is room for creating a research discipline with a different charac-

ter—more contextualized—than any of the other scientific disciplines. 

The interesting evolutional characteristic of design resides in the fact that the 

different forms it has taken since its origins are coexistent nowadays. The use of 

the term »Darwinian evolution« in the subtitle to this paper is therefore intention-

ally ironic. It tries to address that despite all the controversy around the different 

kinds of work within design (commercial, research, educational, social, etc.) there 

is room for all of them.

SEMIOLOGY OF DESIGN
I have mainly worked with two authors in looking for the origins of the word de-

sign: Yves Zimmermann, a practitioner who has published collections of essays 

about design methodology in Spanish, and Vilèm Flusser, a media philosopher 

whose professional development occurred mostly in Brazil.

Both Zimmermann (1999) and Flusser (1999) open up their argumentation by 

deciphering the etymological coding within the term design. In English design is 

both a noun and a verb; as a noun it means »intention«, »plan«, »aim«, »basic 

structure«, which corresponds to the Spanish word »designio« as Zimmermann 

mentions. All those terms are connected to cunning and deception. As a verb, 

meanings include »to stimulate«, »to draft«, »to sketch«, etc. The word is derived 

from the Latin »signum«, meaning »sign.«

There is a clear difference in the way the discussion goes from there. For Flusser, 

an exiled Jew who ran away from Prague to London at the age of twenty, design 

appears as a link between disciplines. He compares Greek and German terms for 

bringing design, art, and technology together. Terms like the Greek »mechos«, a 

device designed to deceive, connect to the German »Macht« (»power«, »might«) 

and »mögen« (»to desire«, »may«). Thus a machine is a device conceived to deceive. 

»Techne«, which is the Greek root for technology, means »art.« He says that accord-

ing to Plato, »artists and technicians were tricksters, because they seduced people 

producing distorted versions of ideas.« »Ars« is the Latin equivalent to »techne.« 

Since »ars« means the ability to turn something to one’s advantage, »artifex« (art-

ist) would mean trickster. At the same time the German term for art, »Kunst«, de-
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rives from »können«, the modal verb meaning »to be able« which makes the artist 

the one able of doing something.

In Flusser’s mind »design«, »machine«, »technology«, »art«, and »ars« coexist 

and have a common existential view of the world. He claims that since the Renais-

sance there has been a tendency of separating those terms into different disciplines, 

which provoked a gap between the scientific and the aesthetic knowledge produc-

tion. This conceptual paradigm used design to cover the gap between art and tech-

nology. This is why design has the strength to become the basis of all culture, to 

deceive nature by means of technology. In Flusser’s idealized vision of design, the 

designer is the only one with the ability of showing the tricks and deceptions con-

structed by art and technology.

Zimmermann, a Swiss designer who has been practicing in Spain for more than 

forty years, makes an extensive study of the etymology of the term »design« refer-

ring to all the main European languages: Spanish, French, German, Italian, English, 

and even Latin. In Spanish the two words »designio« and »diseño« have evolved 

from the original one, the Latin »signum.« The prefix »de« is originally Latin and 

means »to belong to«, »to be in reference to.« In the context of design, the designa-

tion of something is the selection of the signs that characterize the object’s identity. 

In »diseño« we find a different prefix, »di«, which in contrast to the previous one 

comes from Greek and here indicates the thing that has a meaning, a signature. 

From French we get again two terms, »dessin«, the word design itself, but with 

the more generalized meaning of drawing. The second one is »dessein«, the equiva-

lent to the Spanish »designio.«

Germany has had a very strong influence in design. As a matter of fact, in many 

English manuscripts we find the word »Gestaltung« as a generic expression for 

design. This is what the English noun design means explicitly. The term’s root 

»Gestalt« refers to »the generic aspect« of things, »the profile« of something, what 

makes it be what it is, and nothing else. Clearly this first meaning is closer to the 

idea of uniqueness from »signature« or »signum«, in Latin, parallel to yet again 

another word in German, »Absicht«, or »aim«, »intention.« Here the author em-

phasizes its root, »Sicht«, which in German means »the view of something«, and 

thus relates the concept to its visual form. 

Italian offers expressions that are very close to the original Latin ones. »Desig-

nare« is translated as »to assign«, or »to draw«; this means that the object gains its 

signature through the action of drawing. On the other hand we have »disegnare«, 

the verb to the noun »Disegno«, the design.
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Unlike other languages, English presents a single term that means both the ac-

tivity of design production and the design product itself. Therefore it is hard to 

translate the richness of meanings arising from that single word. 

DEFINITIONS

Design
Design, according to Zimmermann, is defined as a profession practiced by graphic 

designers, architects and industrial designers. It is through success stories that the 

other disciplines have adopted the term in order to get the medial status that design-

ers got at a certain moment in history. The traditional practice of design included 

the configuration of 2d and 3d objects, especially the ones produced industrially.

Ken Friedman, a design theorist studying the ways of creating a common ground 

for developing design research, is not in disagreement with this idea, but he posi-

tions himself at a different level of discussion, since he is not interested in the ideo-

logical discourse of design as much as in the possibilities for generating a research 

discipline out of it (Friedman, 2003). 

For him, design is an activity that can be abstracted and not only a profession. 

Design refers to a goal-oriented process, aiming to solve problems, which have dif-

ferent dimensions. On the one hand, design is understood as a profession, with its 

discipline characterization, and its areas of inquiry. On the other hand, design pres-

ents a theoretical dimension, arising from its interdisciplinary, integrative nature. 

With the terms »integrative discipline«, Friedman means that design is embedded 

as part of many disciplines. Nowadays we find designers in fields that go from en-

gineering to linguistics. At each one of those disciplines design is a field of practice 

and applied research, and when abstracted from each discipline it turns into a field 

of thinking and pure research.

Many authors like Flusser, Zimmermann, or Chaves (who will be mentioned 

later), manifest a clear ideological agenda without which design cannot be con-

ceived. Among these, Zimmermann is the one who most clearly shows his aim by 

saying that: »The object’s signature should determine its use and usability.« He 

states that the main purpose for a design project should be the use of the design 

result, and that »every object should pass a truth-test about its use.« In one of his 

essays he even refers to Wittgenstein: »the use is the truth.« I conclude with his 

reference to the object’s configuration as the signature composed by the addition of 

all the possible uses of it. If the object is designed according to its »designio,« then 
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it is usable and therefore it is a true object. An object with total usability would be 

»perfect.«

Research

Friedman uses a dictionary definition of the word »research«, thus presenting it 

as the collection of methods that allow us to use the tools constituted by theory. 

As applied to our case, it allows us to abstract and conceptualize within design. I 

find particularly interesting his way of disjoining the word research into the prefix 

»re« and the core »search.« »Re« is not an English term, as he correctly writes, it 

is a prefix indicating repetition. Taken from Latin, the prefix »re« is part of many 

verbs in contemporary Spanish and means to iterate the action of the verb that fol-

lows. Examples are: »apropiar« means to appropriate, »reapropiar« to appropriate 

again. He adopts this analysis to make a distinction between basic research and ap-

plied research, the first one involving a search for general principles, while the later 

adapting the findings of basic research to classes of problems. Finally he introduces 

clinical research that takes the results from the other two fields and applies them 

to specific situations. In design terms, clinical research generates design cases, or 

examples of application of research results, and this case generation is the kind of 

daily work of design practitioners.

For the pragmatic Zimmerman, research within design happens as a side effect 

of the designer’s need to know the reality surrounding the design itself. Designers 

look for solutions to problems, which implies the need to know about the details 

that characterize those problems. It seems for this author that the designer’s duty 

is to produce satisfactory solutions, which collides with one part of the scientific 

method when, e.g., working with hypothesis testing. The solution of hypothesis 

testing is in the level of truth of a logical statement. Therefore, a statement could be 

either true or false, which means that, in case of it being false, the solution to the 

problem would not be found, and therefore denying the design as such. When iterat-

ing within the hypothesis testing process it should be possible to find some solution, 

or to do some kind of simplification of the problem. 

The design result can only take form within or through a material, yet Zimmer-

man proposes the example of even using language as a material for a design project. 

Even if it is not mentioned in his text, it appears that he is implicitly accepting the 

possibility of working with materials that do not have a physical manifestation. 

This opens the floor to design practices, services, and others, and goes beyond mere 

objects.
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To summarize, the design theorist Friedman and the design philosopher Zim-

mermann have contrasting opinions on the role of research in design. The later 

gives importance to it as a tool for getting a proper understanding of the problem’s 

context. Friedman, instead, believes that there are links between design cases com-

ing from very different disciplines that allow the creation of a generic theory of 

design. 

Design Research

Having shown the origins and etymological definitions for both Design and Re-

search as presented by two contemporary scholars, I now choose to analyze their 

relationship through a historical overview, thus taking an evolutionary approach to 

the concept of Design Research, itself the main topic of this paper. In the descrip-

tion of the term research, I made a brief reference to what Friedman and Zimmer-

mann consider the relationship between design and research to be. Both visions are 

in opposition and I don’t fully agree with any of those.

Since Design Research is a field in its definition process, I believe that there is 

still a chance to shape it in order not to let it get trapped into another academic 

spider-web. As a design researcher I can agree with Friedman that we need to have 

mechanisms for collecting, analyzing, and representing data in the right way. But it 

is Friedman’s expressed understanding of »the right way« what I dislike. He has a 

very engineered view on what design should be, almost retro-modernistic utopian 

view of design as the world’s superhero. About the value of artistic research he 

writes: »I believe that a study of design based on profound knowledge embraces the 

empirical world of people and problems in a deeper way than purely self-generated 

artistry can do.« When saying this he is disqualifying all the origin of design, which 

is strongly based in the relationship between art and technology, as I will explain 

in my historical overview of the discipline under study. At the same time he shows 

a total lack of sensibility towards a different research method, the one based in the 

introspection and self-reflection of the solo artist.

By the end of the text I will introduce a design research methodology trying to 

link Zimmermann’s pragmatist ideas about research as informer, with Friedman’s 

knowledge generation methods.
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EVOLUTIONAL HISTORY OF THE 
IDEOLOGY OF DESIGN

The ideology of design has transformed since its origins. The reason for analyzing 

design from this specific point of view is that I have a strong belief in the fact that 

design should always rest on a series of ideological principles. Ideology is strongly 

linked to a subjective understanding of systems. One might ask then about how to 

make design research in the way Friedman defines it, as an objective scientific ac-

tivity of gathering data. Since design research is such a young area within design, I 

think that the historical revision of the discipline’s ideology can help to answer this 

question. Ideology, when understood in the generic terms that the author I refer to 

is using, becomes more or less like the code of ethics of doctors, architects, or any 

other professions. It ends up being a list of good intentions constrained by the other 

factors in play.

It is for this reason that I have decided to look into the writings of another 

design practitioner: Norberto Chaves. I have chosen to work with practitioners’ 

visions of the design profession because design has grown from a craft. It therefore 

seems that the political values of the work of those practitioners should be taken in 

consideration when trying to define the field of design research. All the three practi-

tioners I have chosen have witnessed design’s growth since the late-modernism. All 

of them have been conditioned by their surroundings and were forced to reflect on 

the ethical values of their profession at least twice: in the shift from modernism to 

market centered design, and in the one from the later to postmodernism.

Chaves’ main concern is the contradiction that exists within the social con-

sciousness in design practice under certain socio-economical conditions. He makes 

a strong critique towards contemporary design, where »people seem to produce 

without questioning, trapped by mere language games or trends« (Chaves, 2001).

In his historical revision on the origin of design as such, it appears as a way of 

questioning existing ideological structures, and also the techniques and processes 

of cultural production. Design was born as the culture within industry carrying an 

aim of social transformation. From the beginning it was proposing a new way of 

producing objects, and a new way of production of the industrial objects. Between 

that period and contemporary design we find many differences. For instance, we 

have learned to understand that form does not necessarily follow function. The 

only thing in common is that there are still design objects resulting from design pro-

cesses. The consciousness and the processes of production are totally different.

Within this, we perceive ideology as a social discourse, a stream of collective 

consciousness generated by certain material conditions that mediate the behaviors 
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and ideas of the social groups or the society in general. Ideology is explained as a 

necessary characteristic with the final goal of describing and making feasible the re-

lationships that justify certain social practice or the general social order as a whole. 

Its function is not to look for the details of the socio-economical structures, but to 

generalize its particular features. It works as the legitimate interpretation of the 

relationship between design and society.

The ideology of design pioneers

The modernists constructed their ideological model on top of the rational, human-

ist, universalistic, utopian, idealist, moralist, mechanistic, elitist, avantgardistic … 

discourse that was dominating the general line of thought of the time. 

It was the cultural elite who challenged the existing cultural paradigm and pro-

posed a revision of the creative project. They proposed a cultural revolution adjust-

ing the world of the symbolic to the technical and social reality. It started within 

architecture and the products for the habitat (understood as the living environ-

ment) and quickly spread to the rest of the material production. Architects created 

the perfect habitat for that user not considering his economical conditions and real 

politics of housing production. Designers were practicing a utopia. And we can find 

many examples especially in modernistic architecture and its sub-product, the infa-

mous socialistic architecture.

At that time in history, design was mainly practiced within pre-industrial activi-

ties and its ideology would take one or more of the following manifestations:

• functionalistic discourse: or the relationship user-object

• technical discourse: relationship product-process

• economical discourse: relationship product-cost

• abstractionist discourse: relationship form-sense

In essence this movement was mainly an ideological one. It was lacking a theo-

retical apparatus that could put the idea of design under a scope of critical analysis. 

Their main supposition was their main failure too: to think that there are objective 

values in the objects that can give them a meaning by themselves. This is obviously 

the idea of Gestalt. In a way this was showing certain ingenuity where the designers 

would imagine a generic idealized »User« that was never involved directly in the 

design process. The designer would develop his/her work according to the imagined 

objective needs of that user model. That model was characterizing a physical and 

physiological entity lacking an own history and socially formed cultural prefer-

ences. It was not coincidental with any specific segment of the population and was 

of course following the basic principles of modernity. 
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The ideology of the market
With the advent of the market society, design was no longer something hard to in-

tegrate in society, something exotic and idealized. It became a basic tool of its time 

through the market economy. There were design producers, distributors, and con-

sumers, all of whom could be measured in terms of economical variables, and they 

had a value. The agency for the development of design resided within the market it-

self, and those supporting it: industries, corporations and the organisms regulating 

the markets. There has been a re-appropriation of the term design and a totally new 

ideology has been attached to it, having nothing in common with the original dis-

course. If we could consider the utopian modernistic design as the one developing 

an »ingenuous reasoning«, the ideology of the market would be the one practicing 

»pragmatic reasoning.« Economic savings within the production process would be 

the reason to introduce design and design products by many manufacturers. Con-

cerning the discussion around the ideological aspects of design vs. the economic 

ones, Chaves says that »no business man had to read Le-Corbusier for incorporat-

ing design dynamically and actively into industry.«

This is an entirely new understanding of society forcing us to rewrite most of the 

terms that had composed the basic ideology of the design pioneers:

• society: market

• user: consumer

• design quality: aggregated value

• design object: product

• product: merchandise

• design proposal: offer

• use needs satisfaction: buying motivation

• rationality: competition

We would then start to consider rational the objects, products or services reach-

ing the market that is our society’s rationality. At the same time, the rationality of 

production is not to produce something that is useful or providing us with the ideal 

service, but to produce something that can be consumed in both senses of the word: 

consume as use, and consume as exhaust until we need to get a new one. That will 

bring a design in harmony with the market and therefore be rational.

Under these circumstances the designer’s role is to innovate, not any longer to 

cover the user’s needs, but to provide the market with a new attractive event.
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The post-avant-garde discourse
Contemporary design is strongly influenced by the post-modern line of thought that 

places the rationalist efficiency under judgment. This new current was born in the 

late 70’s and is not so different from the first ideological model, with the difference 

of having an alibi for using the market as an ally. 

Postmodernism acts as a sort of over-design in fields where the market economy 

acts slowly or is even paralyzed due to its inability to introduce radical innova-

tions.

The real postmodern aspect of the contemporary situation is that there is no 

longer an emotive identity between the product and the producer. It is our con-

sciousness the one creating that distance, since there is no longer anything that 

lasts forever. This taking distance is described almost as a kind of objectification. It 

could be done in such a way that we could recommend, as designers, not to make a 

design, since the existing objects are enough to cover the needs. And this is, in my 

opinion, the ultimate proof of being consequent when designing, being able of rec-

ognizing that someone else did it better and earlier as we envisioned it.

The way of acting socially within design is going through entities that play out-

side the market. They come through other entities, interest fields, or organizational 

possibilities of the population, allowing the designer to work under different condi-

tions. 

As a practitioner in the contemporary context, the postmodern designer cannot 

invent solutions without counting with the existing actors that have direct access 

to the problems. If one wants to go social, it is mandatory to look for ways to be in 

contact with those having a design need. At the same time, social design consists in 

taking whatever design assignment is presented and making it as good as possible 

trying to illustrate for the client the relevant aspects that such a piece will have for 

society. It is not enough to decline jobs that are not social.

After the death of post-modern design

Chaves’ exploration of the design’s history ends with post-modernism. But obvi-

ously the history of design continues. I’d like to think that the line that follows the 

historical chapter is the one drawn by the user-centered tradition. Norberto Chaves 

introduced his reflections upon design in a conference in Buenos Aires in 1988, 

precisely the same year when Pelle Ehn presented his doctoral dissertation. While 

Chaves’ views upon design were quite generic but inspired by the practice of graphic 

design, Ehn’s work is centered in artifacts with the computer science tradition. The 

main characteristic of this Scandinavian design line is going to be how to include 
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the user as part of the design process. This approach was created with a clear ideo-

logical aim. 

Human-centered design, user-centered design, participatory design, and other 

modalities of contemporary design practices are based in the idea of democracy in 

design, where users become part of the process of generation of ideas for new de-

signs. What is interesting is that all those methods appear mainly in the computer 

science departments at the universities, but they are slowly being absorbed by the 

rest of the academic community, as part of the computerization of the educational 

centers during the 80’s and 90’s. As a matter of fact, I wouldn’t dare to say that this 

trend of human related design implies a general trend in design as strong as post-

modernism or any of the other schools of thought, yet. But I consider it important 

since I think that the different tendencies in design are nothing but a different way 

of reading social aspects from our everyday reality, and that as such they can coex-

ist as people with different opinions can inhabit the same space: with moments of 

tension, and moments of peace.

During the 90’s the rca in London took a new approach to design research. The 

work of Gaver, Dunne and Raby, Hooker and Kitchen, among others shows a new 

sensibility within design. To be more specific they started to work with electronic 

devices (artifacts) as their main focus. Following their publications one can draw a 

line sketching the evolution in their way of thinking. They have defined, or at least 

brought to a bigger audience, the ideas of critical design, and conceptual products. 

They conceive design as a way for opening discussion and not only as a way of in-

troducing new usable products in the market. In the Presence project (Gaver et al., 

2001) they introduced new ideas on methods for gathering information from users, 

cultural probes, tools that opened again a discussion about if design research should 

have its own way of doing research. In Design Noir the authors present a model for 

contemporary ideology in design (Dunne and Raby, 2001). The production process 

should be informed by values based on ways of understanding the world or real-

ity. Design could be understood as either affirmative design, experimental design, 

or as critical design. Obviously affirmative design is the one that reinforces how 

things are now. Experimental design is somewhere in between and tries to extend 

the medium through the novelty of the concepts. Critical design is not necessarily 

interested in the industrial production, nor exploring the novelty of the aesthetic 

qualities, but would try to explore social, psychological, cultural, technical and 

economic values.

Here they make an interesting comment pointing out that architecture has may-

be been the field that was already working with these issues. This seems to collide 
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with the vision that the other authors presented earlier would have about architec-

ture, considered as an immobile field, and therefore open for experimental design.

The main problem to be found in this kind of post-post-modern design ideol-

ogy is that it does not address the market directly and does not have a clear and 

easy industrialization process. It will never be truly popular. At the same time it is 

not enough to just offer an alternative, it is necessary to make things accessible to 

industry and challenge its technological agenda. Therefore critical designers should 

not just offer design proposals, but feasible product ideas that could inform the 

consumers about certain issues.

The authors define a category of design products that expresses their point of 

view. They call it »Design Noir« and it would focus on how electronic products 

could expand the psychological dimensions of experiences. They talk about concep-

tual products vs. conceptual design. The difference is in the existence of the design 

itself, a product has to exist and should be delivered to a user, while a conceptual 

design could just take the form of a sketch or a text. It is the user experience that the 

designer looks for, and the object should provoke existential moments.

For this to happen designers have to change their focus from the aesthetics of 

production to the aesthetics of consumption, something that I interpret as the need 

of introducing an understanding of the use/consume psychology in the design pro-

cess. It is through working with those issues that it is possible to utilize design as a 

tool for social critic. 

A conceptual product brings a narrative attached to it. It is a fictional piece that 

shortens the distance between the user and the product. Of course the designer will 

need to reach the suspension of disbelief, forcing the user to wonder about how 

much is true in the product, reflection that will hopefully make the user think about 

the nature of the design.

Anyway, these products are kind of art pieces that are not intended to reach a 

big market; Dunne defines them as »products for the mind [that] provide mental 

pleasure and stimulate reflection.« At the same time, he tries not to be totally un-

realistic with who would within the design market have the chance to work this 

way. He proposes »academic« designers as the main source of conceptual design 

products, since they can »exploit their privileged position to explore a subversive 

role for design as social critic.«

 At the same time, in this last book and in their website titled EdgeTown (Hook-

er and Kitchen, 2003) they play with the idea of collections of pieces that contribute 

to the suspension of disbelief by providing alternatives that construct the narra-

tive of the existence of those conceptual products oriented to generate doubt, and 

existential conflicts. In a way similar to how fashion designers work, they produce 
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collections of pieces they know they won’t sell, but that helps to both market them-

selves and to explore new lines of thought.

Mogensen, the Danish scholar, with his »provotypes« idea talks about a very 

similar concept, about using elements, prototypes, that could trigger states of mind 

in the users (Mogensen, 1992). This is to reach the state of suspension of disbelief 

with a product in order to analyze how the test user copes with the tasks he is sup-

posed to develop as a part of the experimental setting.

CONCLUSION: RESIGN DESEARCH
In an exercise of creative freedom I have decided to create my own way of calling 

the area of design dedicated to the creation of methods. It is inspired by my practice 

as interaction designer, as member of the design collective Desearch and Revelop-

ment. In that case we deconstructed the generic idea of the department of innova-

tion within companies, the so-called Research and Development department, by 

exchanging the first letter of each word. Then, the real or constructed meaning 

of the terms didn’t matter, at least not in the moment of the creation. We have of 

course constructed a narrative around it over time. With that in mind, and with the 

experience of looking into the etymology of different words during the research 

needed for writing this text, I reverse engineered the expression »Resign Desearch«, 

which becomes a pragmatic manifesto for a different kind of research for the design 

field, one that allows to still be playful, ideologist, and sometimes politically incor-

rect.

 »Resign« is constituted by the prefix »re« meaning »to repeat«, »to iterate« and the 

root »sign« (signature, profile). Therefore, »resign« refers to the idea of »reaffirm-

ing the essence«, »noting those things of relevance.«

»Desearch« has the prefix »de« which is of a negative nature, negates the fol-

lowing term, which is »search«: »to look for«, »inquiry.« This is then a complex 

term, with a controversial meaning: the process of searching through introspective, 

sometimes destructive, but always unconventional and hands-on attitudes. 

Bringing both concepts together, »Resign Desearch« becomes the term that re-

fers to reaffirming the essence of searching with unconventional methods.

Resign Desearch (rd from now on) is an evolution of the latest school of thought, 

but like the other ones it has the property of not being destructive and coexisting 

with the other design methodologies, theories, and practices. Unlike other research 

disciplines, rd cannot afford to fail in a research process. In order to do research, 
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we have to make design, which will probably imply the study of people. The ideol-

ogy of rd is not allowing it to fail when counting with people, either users or cli-

ents, as receivers of the design result. Therefore hypothesis testing is not a tool to be 

used, in order not to have an excuse to be right even if the goal is not achieved. rd 

has to learn both from the successes and from the failures, but then we cannot stop 

calling things what they are.

Again unlike traditional design research methodologies, rd is not having single 

results as outcome for projects. It will either propose to use already existing servic-

es, devices, and tools, or it will conclude with a »collection«. Collections are what 

fashion designers introduce at their catwalks. Those are characterized by some fea-

tures:

• the designs are not necessarily meant to be produced, designers use them for 

promotion

• they allow to trigger a certain question or issue, don’t need to be functional

• they are made in a quick way, and for models with standard sizes, allowing to 

work in an easy way simplifying the design process

• sometimes the collection is bought by an external actor, including the whole 

concept, the production process, research materials, etc

My proposal is then to think about interaction design in this same way. Nowa-

days, in the era of physical computing, we see the design of artifacts as a slow craft 

that requires such an effort that it becomes hard to create more than one type of 

artifact to compare. At the same time, there is a lot of research to be done in terms 

of cognitive psychology and the use of interfaces. But the day will come when in-

stead of thinking about prototyping as putting electronic components together, we 

will take the interfaces for each cognitive nexus from a box and will attach them 

together on a device. Whenever that time comes, then we will be able of offering a 

whole collection of designs instead of only one at the time. Like fashion designers 

do, an interaction designer working in this way would prepare a show of pieces that 

could illustrate his visions on the topic inspiring the collection. The designer’s cus-

tomer is not the final user, but a certain intermediary. Therefore the designer’s goal 

is to take a selection of basic interaction modes, layout tricks, cognitive psychology 

tricks, and put them in a device. 

Slowly users are getting a better and better understanding of what if means to 

use a digital artifact, about the form-function disconnection, screen-centered inter-

action, etc. Therefore when working within the field of design research we should 

be able of introducing this as a variation in the fictional story of the design. With 

fictional story of the design I mean that, even if we reach a certain level of suspen-

sion of disbelief, users will notice at some point that there is a trick behind the 
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artifact. By adding the idea of using how the market works to the research process, 

we are not just contributing to select which devices are preferred by the users, but to 

give the story a bit better grounding. 

In fashion, when working with collections, designers know that the model’s 

bodies follow a limited set of sizes, which makes it easy for them to prepare the 

design and minimize the preparations to make on the pieces before the show. In 

the interaction design field that is what we call configuration, which should allow 

the designers to adjust the pieces very quickly to the user. But the problem here is 

to find the equivalent to the models in our field. The model has the characteristic 

of being someone in between the final user and the designer, someone with special 

characteristics who can test out how good the design is. Interaction design could 

work in a similar way, first designers could make a collection, and rough functional 

prototypes could be tested in different modalities with several »models« (beta tes-

ters). These testers, experts in showing, would then make an open show for the 

press and invited guests. From there, companies could choose whether to produce 

the pieces or some of them. This would allow playing with more complex aspects 

addressing the accumulation of functions. Nowadays most of the efforts of e.g. mo-

bile telephony production are focused in the introduction of one or some small new 

features. The question is for how long this will last this way. I envision that the day 

will come when everyone in this business will work with collection as a basic way of 

designing, and we will evaluate more complex patterns of interaction.

One might think that I am leaving the ideological argument out of the discus-

sion. On the contrary, as a designer I am trying to design the way design works, 

which means that I am following the idea of optimization of the production process 

that was leading the original design’s ideology, the possibility of reaching everyone 

in terms of mass-production. 

To me it is clear that we will need to collect the results, and analyze them, as 

Friedman writes, if we want to construct a line of thought coherent with contempo-

rary established research disciplines, but that should not affect the »crafts« aspect 

of being a designer, because the craft, the artistic part of design is what makes it dif-

ferent from the other areas. If it is taken away, there will be no difference between 

design and sociology. 
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